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Abstract 
A double- function digital watermarking technology is studied and a double-function digital watermarking algorithm 
of colored image is presented based on chaotic system and the lifting wavelet transformation (LWT).The algorithm 
has realized the double aims of the copyright protection and the integrity authentication of image content. Making use 
of feature of human visual system (HVS), the watermark image is embedded into the color image’s low frequency 
component and middle frequency components by different means. The algorithm has great security by using two 
kinds chaotic mappings and Arnold to scramble the watermark image at the same time. The algorithm has good 
efficiency by using LWT. The emulation experiment indicates the algorithm has great efficiency and security, and the 
effect of concealing is really good.  
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1. Introduction  
In recent years, the digital information is transferred quickly and efficiently with the rapid development 
of digital technology and internet. Meanwhile, there are also potential risks. For example, malicious 
individuals or groups can easily modify and copy the information. Therefore, the authentication and 
copyright protection of digital information have become the current research focus, thus promoting the 
development of digital watermarking technology, in which the fragile watermarking is used to verify 
whether the picture is modified, while robust watermarking is used to protect copyright. The previous 
studies of digital watermarking technology emphasized on either fragile watermarking technology or 
robust watermarking technology. This paper proposes a colored image double- function watermarking 
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algorithm based on chaotic systems and LWT, which can achieve both copyright protection and image 
authentication. The robust watermarking in this paper adopts the blind watermarking algorithm. Blind 
watermarking needs no original carrier image when extracting watermark, which not only reduces the 
complexity of watermark extraction, but also explains the problem of attack. Therefore, many scholars 
studied the blind watermarking technique [1~3]. The research synthesis report of fragile digital 
watermarking was respectively reported in 1998 [4], 1999 [5] and 2001 [6] abroad, and the Chinese Song 
Yujie and Tan Tieniu also made research synthesis report of fragile watermarking [7]. 
2. Algorithm theory 
Algorithm firstly conducts the scrambling pretreatment of the original fragile watermarking and the 
original robust watermarking with chaotic systems to improve the security of algorithm; secondly, it 
changes the colored image into gray level image to make wavelet lifting transform; thirdly, embeds blind 
watermarking and fragile watermarking, gives all bands different watermarking embedding methods 
combining the texture masking property of HVS and the different masking properties of different 
decomposition levels of wavelet band on noise, and self-adaptively embeds the watermarking image into 
carrier image to give algorithm a relatively good masking effect; finally, changes the gray level image into 
colored image.  
Watermark Preprocessing  
In order to insure the security of watermarking information, the scrambling pretreatment is generally 
needed before embedding watermarking. This paper conducts scrambling pretreatment on the original 
fragile watermarking and the original robust watermarking with different methods. The original fragile 
watermarking chooses a 128×128 colored image. We change the colored watermarking image into gray 
level watermarking image before scrambling, and use two chaos sequence-- logistic mapping and Hybrid 
mapping together during the scrambling[8];the original robust watermarking chooses a 32×32 bianry 
image, and adopts the combination of spread spectrum, Arnold alternation as well as two chaotic sequence 
scrambling during scrambling. The effects after scrambling are shown in Figure 1, Figure 1 (a)~(f)are 
relatively: the effect of colored-fragile watermarking after changing into gray level image, gray-fragile 
watermarking after the scrambling of the two kinds of chaotic sequence, the original robust watermarking, 
the effect of robust watermarking after spread spectrum, the effect of robust watermarking after Arnold 
alternation, the effect of Arnold alternated robust watermarking after two chaotic sequence scrambling. 
          
   (a)      (b)     (c)     (d)      (e)     (f)  
Figure 1. the scrambling effect of fragile watermarking and robust watermarking 
Watermarking embedting program  
This paper embeds blind watermarking firstly and the fragile watermarking later. The two 
watermarkings should both adopt different watermarking embedding program on the low-frequency parts 
and medium-frequency parts according to HVS during the embedding, thus reaching the excellency of 
both masking effect and robustness.  
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Use the wavelet lifting program to lift wavelet transformation of carrier image. Wavelet lifting program 
is a new method to construct compactly supported biorthogonal wavelet, which not only contains the 
features of  thefirst-generation wavelet, but also overcomes its deficiency without quantization error as 
well as data extension at the image boundary; it can restore image without distortion during reconstruction, 
and has more flexible and excellent features; it has simple algorithm and high speed, and is suitable for 
parallel processing; it has small demand for memory and is easy to achieve DSP chip[9]. 
Experimental results show that it has good time efficiency to conduct lifting wavelet transformation on 
carrier image with Haar wavelet function. 
TABLE I.  Comparison of the time of discrete wavelet two-tier transformation, wavelet packet two-tier transformation and lifting 
wavelet two-tier transformation processing  
Wavelet 
function  
Discrete  
wavelet 
Wavelet   
packet 
Lifting  
wavelet 
The lifting speed 
compared to discrete 
wavelet (%) 
The lifting speed 
compared to 
wavelet packet (%) 
Haar 0.312 0.750 0.219 29.808 70.800 
 
1)Robust watermark embedding 
Blind watermarking embeds and extracts watermarking information according to the features of carrier 
image. The blind watermarking embedding program of Chen Seng is: if w(i, j) = 0, the related band 
coefficient should take the odd number most closely to it; if w(i, j) = 1, choose the even number most 
closely to it. Xue Meiyu[1] and Jiang Fengli[2] have the similar method to him, which is simple and has 
good masking effect, but low robustness. If the amplitude changes of carrier coefficient is higher than 0.5, 
the original system will be unable to correctly extract the watermarking information. The embedding 
program of Zhang Xiaoli is [3]: set module ML, and get three intervals 0, ML/8 , ML/4, 3ML/4
and 7ML/8, ML-1 . Modify the carrier wavelet coefficients according to the pixel at w (i, j), thus 
making the module ML choose a remainder in the three intervals. This program reserves the intervals 0, 
ML/8 , ML/4, 3ML/4 and 7ML/8, ML-1 as the buffer of remainder change, which improves the 
robustness of watermarking, but is much complex with low time efficiency. 
The embedding program of Wang Guoming is: change the decomposed frequency band coefficients 
and watermarking pixel value into one-dimensional sequence Bi, if wi = 0, the make Bi <Bi + 1; if wi = 1, 
then make Bi >Bi + 1. Although this program is simple and safe, and has strong flexibility, if Bi is greatly 
different from Bi + 1, then the amplitude changes of image will be great, and left obvious signs of change, 
thus affecting the masking effect of watermarking. This paper makes two improvements, so the masking 
effect is far better than this program. Improvement 1): directly embed watermarking into all frequency 
factors without changing into one-dimensional sequence. It not only reduces a original process, but the 
bands are generally small than the watermarking image, thus using several band coefficient to mask a 
watermarking pixel; Improvement 2): if the coefficient needs change, there is no need to directly change 
the original coefficient, but to take the mean value according to the surrounding pixel value. Moreover, 
this paper conducts optimization on the extracted watermarking after serious attack, thus it gains certain 
self-restoration, and improves the robustness of algorithm.  
According to HVS human eyes are sensitive to the distortion of low-frequency sub-band, but less 
sensitive to the distortion of high-frequency sub-band [10]. In order to improve the information content and 
disguise of embed watermarking, we respectively choose different embedding programs at low and 
medium-frequency parts after two-tier wavelet lifting process of carrier image.   
The low-frequency part of image concentrates almost all the image energy, the amplitude of its 
coefficient tends to be greater. If we let it directly exchange, it will bring the watermark image obvious 
signs of change, thus gaining a bad masking effect. Therefore, if the coefficient needs exchange, we have 
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to process the coefficient to be changed according to the surrounding amplitude situation. The specific 
embedding method of low-frequency part is: divide the low-frequency part into N×N sub-blocks 
according to the size of watermarking, b1 and  b2 is two adjacent point in sub-block k(i, j), when w(i, j) = 0, 
and b1> b2 in k(i, j), if the mean value around b1 (including b1) av1 < b2, then b1 = av1;or else, if the  mean 
value around b2(including b2) av2> b1, then b2 = av2;if the above conditions can not be met, then take the 
mean value t of b1 and b2 as b1, and take t+1 as b2, thus meet b1 < b2 finally. Relatively, when w (i, j) = 1, 
and b1 < b2 in sub-block k (i, j), if av1 > b2,then b1 = av1;or else, if av2 < b1,then b2 = av2;if the above 
conditions can not be met, then make b1 = t +1,b2 = t, and b1 > b2. If b1> b2,then let b2 = b2-nn1; or else,b1 = 
b1-nn1. nn1 have a dampening effect, if nn1 is large, then the watermarking has a strong capacity of 
resisting disturbance; if nn1 is small, then the watermarking has a good masking effect.    
Human eyes can not easily find the embedding watermarking of medium-frequency part, so we can 
directly change the embedding watermarking to improve the operational efficiency. The specific medium-
frequency watermarking embedding program is: if w(i, j) = 0 and b1> b2 in sub-block k(i, j) then change 
b1 and b2,thus let b1 < b2;if w(i, j) = 1 and b1< b2 in sub-block k(i, j), then change b1 and b2,and let b1 > b2. 
If b1> b2,then b2 = b2-nn2;or else,b1= b1-nn2. nn2 has the same role with nn1,,and the general value of nn2 
should be bigger than nn1. During embedding, the relative position of b1 and b2 in all bands are different, 
thus improved the difficulty of watermark extraction. In order to further improve the security, we can 
conduct Arnold transformation scrambling treatment on medium-frequency sub-band. Medium-frequency 
sub-band is bigger than watermarking image, key space is large, thus is difficult to crack. Yang Juan, 
Chen Seng etc. Arnold transformation [1~3],while this paper comparatively uses dual fail-safe, thus is more 
safe. 
2)Self-adaptive embedding fragile watermarking  
After embedding robust watermarking, we embed fragile watermarking self-adaptively. Wang Zhenfei 
etc. established the noise sensitivity model [10] according to wavelet domain human visual system, and 
self-adaptively embed watermarking according to model. Huang Ju etc. established two visual models [11]: 
illumination mask model and description of partial spatial characteristics, and choose related model 
accordingly to achieve self-adaptive algorithm. Fu Wei etc. used HVS model [12] at the low-frequency part, 
calculated the JND of each low-frequency coefficients, and embed watermarking according to JND.   
The above methods are complex at the algorithm of pre-embedding factor. This paper proposes a 
simple and efficient algorithm : make three-tier LWT with the colored image embed blind watermarking. 
The low-frequency part is divided into 8×8 sub-block. Find the square difference of each sub-block, high 
energy sub-blocks have large amount of embeddings and low energy sub-blocks have small amount of 
embeddings; the watermark is difficult to be found by human eyes at medium-frequency part, thus can 
choose suitable embedding strength to embed directly, and achieve the self-adaptive embedding of 
watermarking.   
If watermarking image is F, carrier image is E, and the corresponding pixel point (i,j)on the two images 
are F(i,j) and O(i,j), then the embedding formula is: 10),,()),(),((),( tjiOjiOjiFtjiE        (1) 
 If the image is 8 gray-scale image, the numerical control of this method will be within [0, 255], and 
the spillover will not happen. The smaller t is, the more fragile the watermarking is, and the bigger t is, the 
better the robustness will be. T at the low-frequency part is:  
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the embedding factor of dual-row      (3) 
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 In which the  is variance; LHD is the matrix combined by the 10 value sequence, which is turned by 
binary sequence gained from the non-linear discrete of Logistic and Hybrid mapping; n1 is the control 
parameter, take the suitable n1,make the value of t within the interval (0, JND).At the medium part, t takes 
the value:  
),4(
2
1
2 jLHDt n
, Nj 2,1 , 
the embedding factor of odd row       (4) 
),3(
2
1
2 jLHDt n
, Nj 2,1 , 
the embedding factor of dual-row        (5) 
 In which LHD is as below; n2 is the control parameter, take the suitable n2, make the value of t within 
(0, JND). The introduction of LHD increased the complexity of watermark embedding algorithm, insured 
that the embedding factor of each pixel is different. Only knowing all the key and specific proposals can 
we extract the watermarking after scrambling, thus greatly increased the complexity of watermark 
extraction.  
Watermark extraction program 
Extract fragile watermarking firstly and extract robust watermarking later.  
1)Extraction of fragile watermarking 
The extraction formula of fragile watermarking is: 
),()),(),((1),( jiOjiOjiE
t
jiF
, 10 t                                  (6) 
In which the value of t is the same with the embedding value. Extract the four coefficients of fragile 
watermarking respectively, conduct one-tier wavelet lifting reconstruction, gain the fragile watermarking 
treated by scrambling, conduct anti-scrambling treatment on the extracted image, gain the gray-level 
fragile watermark image, change the gray image into colored image, and finally gain the fragile 
watermarking.  
2)Robust Watermarking Extraction  
Make two-tier lifting wavelet decomposition to the green component of colored carrier images with 
watermarking, make related anti-Arnold transformation to the medium-frequency part, and change the 
medium and low-frequency part into N×N sub-blocks. Extraction of low-frequency part: if b1> b2 in the 
related sub-block k(i, j),then w1 (i, j) = 1;if b1 b2,then w1 (i, j) = 0. Extraction of medium-frequency part: 
if b1> b2 in the related sub-block k (i, j) ,then wr (i, j) = 1;if b1 b2,then wr (i, j) = 0 (r = 2, 3, 4).   
3. Double- function watermarking algorithm of colored image 
Embedding algorithm 
Step1. Change the colored fragile watermark image into gray image w. 
Step2. Make a 4 × M matrix LHD with Logistic mapping and Hybrid according to the size of image.  
Step3. Conduct bit orient XOR to the odd row of array w and first row of matrix LHD, as well as to the 
dual row and second row of matrix LHD, gain a new array w1, which is the scrambling image of w. 
Conduct scrambling pretreatment to the original robust watermarking according to the above-mentioned 
blind watermarking pretreatment method, and gain the scrambling watermarking w2, and divided it into 
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four sub-images w21,w22,w23 and w24 with the same size of the original watermarking.  
Step4. Make two-tier lifting wavelet decomposition to the green component of colored carrier image, 
and relatively do the broad sense of Arnold transformation to the three medium-frequency parts.  
Step5. Divide the low-frequency part of green component into N×N sub-blocks according to the size of 
original watermarking, and input the sub-image w21 into the low-frequency part according to the above-
mentioned blind watermarking low-frequency embedding method; similarly, embed the three 
watermarking sub-images w22,w23 and w24 into three medium-frequency part respectively according to the 
above mentioned robust watermark embedding method.  
Step6. Conduct anti-Arnold transformation respectively to the high-frequency part of embed blind 
watermarking information, conduct two-tier wavelet reconstruction to all bands and gain colored carrier 
images with watermarking. 
Step7. Change the colored carrier images with watermarking into grey level image X. 
Step8. Conduct one-tier lifting wavelet decomposition and three-tier lifting wavelet decomposition 
respectively to gray level image w1 and X.  
Step9. Divide the low-frequency part of image X into 8×8 sub-blocks, calculate the variance of each 
sub-block, and embed the low-frequency part of image w1 into the low-frequency part of image X with 
(1)~(3);  input the high-frequency part of image w1 , 11
hw (the horizontal component of one-tier 
decomposition), 11
vw (the vertical component of one-tier decomposition), 11
dw (the diagonal component of 
one-tier decomposition)into the medium-frequency part of image X: Xh3,Xv3,Xd3 respectively according to 
(1),(4)and(5); achieve the self-adaptive embedding of watermarking.  
Step10. Conduct three-tier lifting wavelet reconstruction to all the components of embed watermarking 
information, and gain the image X1 with watermarking. 
Step11. Change the gray level image X1 into colored image, and gain the colored carrier image with 
dual watermarking. 
Extraction algorithm 
Step1.Input the colored carrier image with dual watermarking and with the robust watermarking only, 
and change the two images into gray images X1 and X2.  
Step2. It’s the same with the embedding Step2. 
Step3. Conduct three-tier lifting wavelet decomposition on gray level image X1 and X2 
Step4. Divide the low-frequency part of image X2 into 8×8 sub-block, and calculate the variance of 
each sub-block, extract the low-frequency component fa1 of watermarking in the low-frequency part of 
image X1 with(6),(2) and(3); respectively extract each component of watermarking high-frequency 
part
1
1
hw ,
1
1
vw ,
1
1
dw embedding in the medium-frequency part
3
1
hX ,
3
1
vX ,
3
1
dX of image X1 with (4)~(6), 
thus extracting all the four components of watermarking image.  
Step5. Conduct one-tier lifting wavelet reconstruction to each component extracted, and gain the 
scrambling image w1 of the original watermark image. 
Step6. Conduct anti-scrambling operation on image w1.  
Step7. Transform the gray level image w1 into colored image, and gain colored watermarking image.  
Step8. Conduct two-tier lifting wavelet decomposition on the green component of image X1, and 
relatively conduct the generalized Arnold transformation on the three medium-frequency part.  
Step9. Extract the scrambling watermark image w21 from the low-frequency part of the image in 
accordance with the above-mentioned low-frequency extraction method; Similarly, relatively extract three 
scrambling watermark images w2r (r = 2, 3, 4) from the medium-frequency part of the image F1 according 
to the above medium-frequency extraction method.  
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Step10. Conduct anti-scrambling operation on the four scrambling watermark image w2r (r = 1, 2, 3, 4), 
and gain four watermarking images w11,w12,w13 and w14.  
Step11. Make a statistic on the pixel value proportion of four watermarking images on the 
corresponding position, if the proportion of 1 is higher then 50%, then this place takes 1,  or else takes 0, 
and gain the watermarking information w1*. When related coefficient of w1* and the original 
watermarking is NC1, if the NC1> 0.9, then w1 * is the final result; otherwise, we need to conduct optimal 
treatment to gain the final extraction results. 
4. Experimental results and analysis 
Colored fragile watermarking is 128 × 128 dog image, robust watermarking image is 32 × 32 binary 
image, and colored carrier image is 512 × 512 lena. Use the Haar wavelet function to embed 
watermarking on the green component. Figure 2 (a) ~ (m) are as follows: the original blind watermarking 
image, the effect of blind watermarking after scrambling, the original fragile watermarking image, the 
effect of fragile watermark after scrambling, the original carrier image, the carrier image including blind 
watermarking, the carrier image including double- function watermarking image, the extracted fragile 
watermarking, the blind watermarking extracted from the low-frequency and medium-frequency 
2
1
hX , 21
vX , 21
dX parts of green components, the final blind watermarking image. PSNR1 in TABLE II is 
the peak signal to noise ratio between colored carrier image including double- function watermarking and 
the original colored carrier image; PSNR2 is the peak signal to noise ratio between the extracted fragile 
watermarking and the original colored fragile watermarking; NC1 is the normalized cross-correlation 
coefficient between the extracted fragile watermarking image and the original colored fragile 
watermarking; NC01,NC02,NC03,NC04 are relatively the normalized cross-correlation coefficient between 
the blind watermarking extracted from the low-frequency part and medium-frequency 
2
1
hX , 21
vX , 21
dX parts of green component and the original blind watermarking; NC2 is the normalized 
cross-correlation coefficient between the extracted final robust watermark image and the original robust 
watermarking. Experiments show that this algorithm has good masking performance as well as good 
watermark extraction performance. The reason that robust watermarking can not be completely restored is 
because the embedding of fragile watermarking changes the image pixel value. Nevertheless, the 
experimental results show that the extraction effects of robust watermark can meet the needs of copyright 
protection. There are also good effects when applying this algorithm to dog, room, stone, fruit and other 
colored images, and have a better masking effect on the colored carrier texture-rich images. 
(a)         (b)          (c)           (d)              (e)                (f) 
(g)            (h)            (i)          (j)          (k)         (l)          (m)
Figure 2. watermarking scrambling, concealing and extraction effect 
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TABLE  II.   watermarking scrambling, concealing and extraction effect 
PSNR1 PSNR2 NC1 NC01 NC02 NC03 NC04 NC2 
37.545 58.021 0.999995 0.885 0.930 0.916 0.937 0.985 
A. Security analysis 
The algorithm is high in security, which is mainly reflected in two aspects: First, conduct scrambling 
process on the watermarking image before embedding watermarking. Even if we can correctly extract the 
watermarking, it is difficult for us to decrypt the scrambling image. Second, the two kinds of 
watermarking have different embedding programs on the frequency bands during the embedding process, 
increasing the difficulty of the system break. 
Fragile watermarking and robust watermarking generate two kinds of chaotic sequences with Logistic 
mapping and Hybrid mapping in the scrambling process, generate binary sequences by discretization with 
the improved nonlinear discrete-time method, then transform the binary sequence into 8 decimal digit. 
The odd row of fragile watermarking take the decimal sequence generated by Logistic mapping to XOR 
with it, while the dual row take the decimal sequence generated by Hybrid mapping to XOR with it; Odd 
row of robust watermarking take the binary sequence generated by Logistic mapping to XOR with it, 
while the dual row take the binary sequence generated by Hybrid mapping to XOR with it, and the robust 
watermarking even used the spread-spectrum technology and generalized Arnold transformation in the 
scrambling process to further enhance the security of the system and improve the robustness of robust 
watermarking.  
The embedding factors of fragile watermark are complex, the embedding factor of low-frequency part 
is the combination of variance, chaotic sequence and control parameters n1; the embedding factor of 
medium-frequency part is the combination of chaotic sequence and control parameters n2. The embedding 
factors of low-frequency and medium-frequency is different, the embedding factors of odd row and dual 
row on the same frequency block are also different, thus making it difficult to correctly extract the 
watermarking. Before embedding the green component high-frequency, robust watermarking also 
conducted Arnold transformation on the three medium-frequency sub-bands separately. Each high-
frequency sub-band is much larger than the watermarking information, and the anti-Arnold transformation 
of medium-frequency sub-band is more difficult than that of watermarking information. The algorithm 
conducts not only Arnold transformation on the watermarking image, but also on the medium-frequency 
part of watermarking information, which is equivalent to the double- function insurance. 
Figure 3 (a) ~ (h) are as follows: the fragile watermarking and robust watermarking that only extracted 
and decrypted by Logistic mapping, the fragile watermarking and robust watermarking that only extracted 
and decrypted by Hybrid mapping, the fragile watermarking and robust watermarking that rightly 
extracted but wrongly decrypted (decrypted with Hybrid mapping on odd row but Logistic on dual row), 
the fragile watermarking and robust watermarking with wrong key (take wrong value for n1,n2,k1,k4,k5,k6).  
          
(a)          (b)         (c)          (d)          (e)           (f)         (g)          (h) 
Figure 3.  Wrong extraction and decryption 
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4.   Attack effect  
In order to examine the vulnerability of fragile watermarking and the robustness of blind watermarking 
in this algorithm, we conducted various attack experiments like shearing, plus noise, filtering, 
compression, etc. on the carrier image with double- function watermarking. The results are shown in 
TABLE III. 
TABLE  III.  The watermark extraction results after various functional attack 
Attack type  
 The fragile 
watermarki
ng extracted  
 The robust  
watermarki
ng extracted 
PSNR1 PSNR2 NC1 NC2 
Additive noise 
(0.5)   
38.228 -28.842 0.236 0.985 
Additive noise (5) 
  
34.497 -42.800 0.224 0.985 
Salt and pepper 
noise(0.01)   
28.763 -28.400 0.184 0.963 
Salt and pepper 
noise(0.05)   
22.240 -34.865 0.216 0.908 
Gaussian 
noise(0.001)   
32.592 -25.071 0.175 0.921 
Median filtering 
(2×2)   
29.451 -30.759 0.189 0.932 
Median filtering 
(3×3)   
23.542 -38.624 0.131 0.813 
50 of spin attack    
18.935 -54.925 0.118 0.952 
450 of spin attack    
12.851 -57.711 0.094 0.896 
Cut 25% of the 
middle   
10.629 -69.012 0.110 0.899 
Compression attack 
20%   
37.784 -26.602 0.309 0.979 
5. Conclusion  
This paper presents the algorithm, which takes into account the texture of the HVS masking, depends 
on the wavelet decomposition of different sub-band pairs of different masking noise, gives all the different 
sub-band watermark embedding method, so that the algorithm has a very good hidden property. In the 
security part, it is handled like this, the right watermark using spread-spectrum, Arnold transformation, 
Logistic chaotic map and Hybrid chaotic mapping pre-scrambling, which is difficult to break. It also used 
lifting wavelet to decompose image wavelet. The efficiency is better than any other wavelet 
decomposition. The experiments show that the algorithm has good vulnerability of fragile watermarking, 
robustness watermarking has good robustness. In short, the algorithm has high efficiency, good hiding, 
and security. 
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